
Security Assessment
from an educational institute and breached measures designed to safeguard a major bank’s 
data.



Slack security represents a “welcome mat” for cyber villains, leaving public and private sector organizations 
wide open to attack. The result is often loss or leakage of sensitive data, followed by a dip in reputation and 
trust among customers and associates.

PCCW Solutions is a trusted assessor of security for financial regulatory bodies and institutions. Our team 
of industry-certified IT security experts and cybercrime investigators are so experienced and authoritative 
that they contribute to the Police Commercial Crime Bureau’s Cyber Crime Conference. 

Features and benefits

About PCCW Solutions

Don’t panic! PCCW Solutions will safeguard your security

PCCW Solutions provides a one-stop solution

• Evaluates current information security strength covering network, web or mobile applications, wireless and 

mobile device security

• Identifies vulnerabilities and determines gaps in information security 

• Helps protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of critical data 

• Provides recommendations for mitigating identified risks based on industry best practice 

• Leverages a proven methodology that includes interactive information-gathering sessions, processes and 

mechanism assessments, plus vulnerability scans, manual testing and review

• Complies with government and industry regulations 

852-2296 8818 www.pccwsolutions.compccwsolutions@pccw.com

You really can rely on us. PCCW Solutions provides a comprehensive evaluation of existing security 
landscapes according to industry best practices and mandatory requirements. Consultants gather informa-

for mitigating risk and bolstering protection.

In order to facilitate this process in a smooth and hassle-free manner, PCCW Solutions Security Assessment 
provides a comprehensive evaluation of existing security landscapes according to industry best practices and 

identifying threats, then produce recommendations for mitigating risk and bolstering protection. 

PCCW Solutions is a leading IT services company in Hong Kong and mainland China. We adopt the latest 
technology to help clients create business value and success in the ever-changing economic environment. We 

system development and solutions integration, data centers, hosting and managed services, e-commerce and 
IoT solutions. PCCW Solutions is committed to meeting customer needs to help them achieve business goals.
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